Big Learning® at College Gardens ES
Science & Engineering—Tuesdays
Fall 2022: Natural Energy—In theses explorations of natural energy, students will do handson activities and experiments to investigate the power and properties of air, wind, water, gravity,
magnetism, and static electricity. Fall classes meet on Tuesdays for 8 weeks: 10/4, 10/11, 10/18,
10/25, 11/1, 11/15, 11/29, 12/6
Motion Commotion (Grades K-2)
$165
Learn what makes things move! How does a tightrope walker balance? How well do you smell? How
does color move and change through absorption? Make a butterfly fly and paper clips levitate using
magnetic power. Race static magic cans and make a hygroscopic fish wiggle in the palm of your
hand.
Invisibilia (Grades 3-5)
$165
Discover the science behind invisible forces! Observe a magnetic field using iron filings, make an
electroscope to test static charge, and use solar panels to make a buzzer buzz. Connect conductive
copper to make a colorful piece of LED light art! It willbe a bright adventure while you learn about
solar and wind energy, fossil fuels, and magnetism!

Winter 2023: Mechanical Energy
Students will work with mechanical forces such as inclined planes, pulleys, levers, and electricity
through a series of hands-on activities and experiments. Winter classes meet on Tuesdays for 8
weeks: 1/10, 1/17, 1/24, 1/31, 2/7, 2/14, 2/21, 2/28
Incredible Forces (Grades K-2)
$170
What does friction have to do with a rolling YoYo? How do wheels and axles work together? How
does the size of a wheel change the distance it covers? What can you move with a pulley? Make a
Bristle Bot and send it to the races.
Gadgets and Gizmos (Grades 3-5)
$170
Be an inventor! Make your own version of a flashlight, a simple motor, a steady hand tester and
Jefferson's cipher. Try your hand at copper plating and a device that looks as if it's defying gravity.
Use your talents in the science of inventing.

Spring 2023: Solar Energy and Ecology

$165

Students investigate our very own star and use the sun to heat water, create art, impact plant growth and more. In our Eco-KID class for grade 3-5 students
they complete a project a week focused on the earth’s ecosystems and
the theme of sustainability. 8 weeks 3/28—5/23
All classes meet 4:00pm —5:00pm at College Gardens ES

Register and pay online at biglearning.asapconnected.com
Payment plans and scholarships are available
These materials are neither sponsored nor endorsed by the Board of Education of Montgomery County, the superintendent, or this school.

